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Open Government Pla t form™ 

Webcast Anytime from Your Meeting Venue.  

Online Video Service’s Open Government Platform™ is the first managed solution for 

easily and  cost-effectively implementing open government priorities.  Governments can 

broadcast live events online anytime, even on short notice. 

 

Scheduled…and Unscheduled Events  

Many organizations limit how many webcasts they do and how often they 

do them.  Why?  One-time webcasts are usually costly, take time to 

implement and offer no economies of scale.  Online Video Service solves 

these problems.  Through specialized equipment installed at a customer’s 

venue and integrated with the OVS Open Government Platform™, 

government entities can broadcast  floor debates, committee hearings, 

agency public meetings or executive addresses live at any time.  By 

remotely managing the equipment from the OVS Broadcast Operations Center, Online Video Service 

dramatically lowers a customer’s costs per webcast.  Webcasting via the Open Government Platform™ 

allows any organization to create its own Internet video channel. 

 

Peace of Mind with Centralized Broadcast Operations   

Online Video Service’s Broadcast Operations Center is the nerve center from which the company monitors 

and manages Internet broadcasting operations across North America.  With around-the-clock capacity to 

handle large numbers of simultaneous live broadcasts, the Broadcast Operations Center is also is a core 

element of the company’s Open Government Platform™.  The seasoned 

engineers that staff the company’s Broadcast Operations Center monitor 

highly automated, resilient systems for captioning, video search, 

archiving, multiple languages, carbon reduction analysis and toll-free 

support.   With their vigilant oversight, the Open Government Platform™ 

delivers the unparalleled level of reliability and effectiveness that world-

class clients require, whether on Capitol Hill or in Carson City, Nevada.   

 

The Solution in Action  

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) awarded Online Video Service one of the first multi-year, 

federal webcasting contracts in history because the company’s Open Government Platform™ provided superior 

dependability, flexibility for last-minute webcasts, security compliance, and significant savings over conventional 

webcasting services.  Through a secure, dedicated Internet connection to the company’s proprietary content 

delivery network, the OVS Open Government CDN™, Online Video Service also ensures that the NRC’s 

proceedings are effectively distributed to its stakeholder audiences around the globe.  Call or e-mail Online 

Video Service for more info. 


